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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Oman, UAE & Arabian

Peninsula is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and

what hidden discoveries await you. Explore ancient souqs in labyrinthine alleyways; dine in the

world's tallest building; and feel the allure of Arabia's desert dunes; all with your trusted travel

companion. Get to the heart of Oman, the United Arab Emirates and the Arabian Peninsula and

begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet Oman, UAE & Arabian Peninsula:  Colour maps and

images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and

interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and

trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit

tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping,

hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer, more rewarding travel

experience - culture, history, religion, art, literature, music, dance, architecture, politics, cuisine Over

70 maps Covers Bahrain, Manama, Kuwait, Kuwait City, Oman, Muscat, Dhofar, Qatar, Doha, Saudi

Arabia, Riyadh, the United Arab Emirates, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Al Gharbia and more eBook Features:

(Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)  Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent

roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to

personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy

search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to recommendations' websites

Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet

Oman, UAE & Arabian Peninsula, our most comprehensive guide to Oman, the United Arab

Emirates and the Arabian Peninsula, is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less

travelled.  Looking for a guide focused on Dubai and Abu Dhabi? Check out Lonely Planet Dubai &

Abu Dhabi for a comprehensive look at all Dubai and Abu Dhabi have to offer, or Pocket Dubai, a

handy-sized guide focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick trip. Looking for more extensive

coverage? Check out Lonely Planet Middle East for a comprehensive look at all the region has to

offer. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely

Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks to every destination,

an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community.

Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travellers to get off beaten paths to

understand more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves.
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I bought the book for my recent trip to Oman. I usually like Lonely Planet travel books but I found the

writer's information a bit off. For example the section on Wadi Shab completely underestimated the

challenge of the hike and I would certainly recommend a re-evaluation of this section. Also, since

the country's tourist infrastructure is significantly underdeveloped it would have been nice to have

recommendations for local travel companies/guides that are reliable. Also - restaurant

recommendations were very limited. There are not a lot of options even in Muscat but I think the

writer could have done a more thorough investigation of the available options.

kindle version not convenient, especially for the maps

Very helpful, used it on my trip to UAE and Oman...

I write almost no reviews, but I'm making an exception. My first reaction was that this is the worst LP

I've ever seen. Then that it is the worst guidebook ever written. Now I know it is the worst book ever

written on any subject in any language. Actually, it's probably the worst product of any kind. Since I



got the kindle version, I can't even use it as toilet paper. There is no information of any kind on any

page. It reads like a travel article in one of those give-away fashion magazines. Everything in it is

completely generic -- advice like "different countries have different visa rules, so you should

research them before you travel." For some reason it has chapters on several countries on the

peninsula, despite the fact the borders are almost all effectively closed. You'd think that at least the

Oman and UAE sections would have something in them, being the main part of the title, but there is

absolutely no content in them that is not completely generic -- basically just computer generated

web content copied off of a clickbait site. LP's been going downhill fast for years, but it's outrageous

that they would produce such a piece of garbage. Yes, I'm angry, and I didn't even have to pay for it

(got it on kindle unlimited).Got the rough guide, which was fine as a guidebook, though navigating

on the kindle is a pain.

Good book. The pages turn as they are supposed to and it closes nicely. Sits well on a shelf, or on a

coffee table.
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